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Continuum Differential Mechanisms and Their Applications
in Gripper Designs
Kai Xu and Huan Liu
Abstract—Differential mechanisms possess various forms and are applied in a wide spectrum of mechanical systems. This paper proposes to
categorize differential mechanisms into kinematic differential mechanisms
(KDMs) and continuum differential mechanisms (CDMs), and also introduces two CDMs. The working principle, structures, constructions, and
kinetostatic analyses of the proposed planar and the spatial CDMs are
elaborated upon. The planar CDM is compared with two widely used differential mechanisms made from pulleys and linkages to show its effectiveness using a simple construction. The spatial CDM could resolve one
input into three outputs in a way different from two serially connected
planar differential mechanisms. As demonstrated in experimentation, the
spatial CDM could allow more isotropic distribution of the three outputs.
The categorization, analyses, and applications of the CDMs might not only
extend the IFToMM terminology on differential mechanisms, but also inspire more CDM designs with distinct responses and properties for adaptive
mechanical systems.
Index Terms—Continuum mechanism, differential mechanism, force
transmission matrix, gripper, kinetostatics.

I. INTRODUCTION
According to the IFToMM terminology, a differential mechanism may resolve a single input into two outputs depending
on the external constraints and loads [1]. Various differential
mechanisms could be found in a wide spectrum of mechanical
systems since the presence of a differential mechanism introduces a level of adaptivity and operation flexibility. For example, the differential mechanism in an automobile transmission
allows the redistribution of the outputs, whereas the differential
mechanisms in industrial grippers and robotic hands help form
adaptive grasps.
Differential mechanisms usually possess several typical structures, including the following [2]:
1) pulley-based forms;
2) linkage-based forms;
3) gear-based forms;
4) fluidic T-pipe-based forms.
Since differential mechanisms are widely used, this study
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vices, such as robotic hands, industrial grippers, and prosthetic
hands.
While used in multijoint industrial grippers or robotic hands,
differential mechanisms reduce the number of actuators, reduce
the control complexity, and form compliant and adaptive grasps.
Then, various objects could be conveniently grasped by grippers
and hands with a few actuators.
Moveable pulleys might be the most widely used design option to construct differential mechanisms. Using stacked moveable pulleys, multijoint prosthetic hands with one actuator were
realized [3]–[5]. Linkage-based seesaw differential mechanisms
are also used to achieve similar design goals, leading to designs
of one-actuator humanoid robotic hands [6], [7]. What’s more,
differential mechanisms using planetary gears and fluidic Tshape pipes were also used, to design industrial grippers such
as the SARAH-M1 hand [8] and the LIRMM hand [9].
It is possible to use differential mechanisms in a reversed
way. Namely, two inputs are used to determine one output. For
example, this approach has been applied to design prosthetic
hands with mechanically implemented postural synergies, in
which multiple sets of differential mechanisms are used to form
grasping poses of a multijoint hand from two actuators. The
examples include pulley-based designs [10]–[12] and planetarygear-based designs [13], [14].
It is worth noting that using differential mechanisms is just
one way to design underactuated grippers or hands. Other possibilities include the uses of spring-biased linkage [15], biased
cable routing [16]–[19], biased gear transmission [20], and compliant structures [21]–[25].
Examining the mentioned differential mechanisms, one can
conclude that three types could be categorized as kinematic
differential mechanisms (KDMs):
1) the pulley-based designs;
2) the linkage-based designs;
3) the gear-based designs.
These KDMs generate differential outputs from the motions
of the kinematic pairs. The fluidic T-pipe-based differential
mechanism is not a KDM, since it generates differential outputs from the redistribution of its fluids.
This paper proposes to categorize differential mechanisms
into KDMs and continuum differential mechanisms (CDMs).
CDMs generate differential outputs via redistributions and/or
deformations of their own materials and structures. The fluidic
T-pipe-based differential mechanism could be referred to as a
volume CDM, since its volume material is redistributed.
Two CDM designs are introduced: planar and spatial CDM,
as shown in Fig. 1. Both CDMs generate differential outputs via
deformations of their flexible structures. The working principle,
constructions, kinetostatic analyses, and design examples are
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Fig. 1.

Continuum differential mechanisms: (a) planar and (b) spatial forms.

presented. The planar CDM concept was proposed in a previous
study [26], in which it was used to design a single-actuator
prosthetic hand. The spatial CDM concept is proposed here for
the first time.
Note that the proposed CDMs might be considered to be
similar to parallel robots with flexible legs (e.g., the one in
[27]). However, the essential working principle of a CDM is
entirely different from the flexible-linked parallel robots.
The contributions of this paper include: 1) the proposal of the
spatial CDM and the categorization for differential mechanisms;
and 2) the kinetostatic analyses, comparisons, and experimental
characterizations of two CDMs.
Exhibited by the designs and experimental results in [26]
and later sections, major advantages of using CDMs include
the design compactness and structure simplicity, besides the
fact that a spatial CDM inherently resolves one input into three
outputs. Due to the inherent compliance, the CDMs might not
be suitable for the scenarios in which large output forces are
needed. However, the CDMs could certainly find applications
in which small differential output forces are needed in a confined
space.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
concept and working principle of the proposed CDMs. Section
III presents detailed kinetostatic analyses and the comparisons
of the CDMs with two other differential mechanisms. Design
paradigms and the experimental characterizations are detailed
in Section IV. The conclusion is summarized in Section V.
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Similarly, in Fig. 1(b) for the spatial CDM, a force fa on the
input backbone could generate three pulling outputs (external
objects are pulled). When the load on one backbone is bigger
(indicated by the longer arrow), continuing to drive the input
backbone would bend the spatial CDM for differential outputs.
The bent shapes of the backbones could be approximated as
circular arcs according to previous analytical and experimental
studies [28], [29]. A few spacer links might be needed between
the end link and the base link for this assumption to hold, when
the CDMs become relatively long. These backbones are not
addressed as tendons because they can be pulled and pushed. A
tendon usually can only be pulled.
The proposed CDMs generate differential outputs from
the structure deformations. A fluidic T-pipe-based differential
mechanism could be called a volume CDM to differentiate itself
from the planar and spatial CDMs. The current IFToMM terminology on differential mechanisms actually only covers the
KDM scenarios [1]. The CDMs could possibly resolve one input into multiple outputs. As shown in Section IV-B, the spatial
CDM generates three outputs and the resolution is different from
what is achieved by two serially connected planar CDMs. The
spatial CDM could potentially allow more isotropic distribution
of the outputs.
The proposed planar and spatial CDMs by no means exhaust
the possibilities of other CDMs. Following the analyses and
characterizations presented in this paper, one could also design
other CDMs with different force transmission responses and
properties for various adaptive mechanical systems.
III. KINETOSTATIC ANALYSES AND COMPARISONS
This section presents kinetostatic analyses of the planar and
spatial CDMs. Since the planar CDM resolves one input into
two outputs, it is also compared to two widely used KDMs.
The CDMs generate differential outputs through their structure deformations. In order to unify and simplify the formulation
of the kinetostatic analyses, the nomenclature is defined and the
formulations are derived first for the spatial CDM. The planar
CDM is then treated as a special case of the spatial CDM so that
many symbol definitions could be shared.
A. Analysis of the Spatial Continuum Differential Mechanism

II. CONTINUUM DIFFERENTIAL MECHANISMS
The proposed CDMs have planar and spatial forms, as shown
in Fig. 1. They consist of a rigid base link, a flexible input
backbone, a rigid end link, and two or three output backbones.
The output backbones could be arranged arbitrarily around the
input backbone in the spatial CDM, while the backbones are in
a plane for the planar CDM. All the backbones are attached to
the end link and can slide in holes in the base link.
The CDM can provide pushing as well as pulling outputs.
As shown in Fig. 1(a) for the planar CDM, a force fa acts
on the input backbone to generate two outputs to push external
objects. When the load on the left is bigger (indicated by the
longer arrow), continuing to drive the input backbone would
bend all the backbones to generate differential outputs. The
object on the right will be continuously pushed.

All the backbones of the spatial CDM could be pushed or
pulled. As shown in Fig. 2(a), a force fa on the input backbone
generates three pushing outputs (external objects are pushed).
When the external loads on f2 and f3 are bigger, continuous
actuation of the input backbone will bend the spatial CDM.
More pushing will be generated on the backbone of f1 . The
shape of the spatial CDM varies with respect to different external
resistances on the output backbones.
The backbones’ bent shapes could be approximated as circular arcs [28], [29]. This assumption is fundamental to the
presented kinetostatic analyses. Two coordinates are defined
below with the nomenclature defined in Table I to describe the
bent configuration of the spatial CDM: 1) Base link coordinate
{b} ≡ {x̂b , ŷb , ẑb } is attached to the base link of the spatial
CDM. The XY plane is aligned with the base link with its origin
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could be arbitrary by assigning different values to ri and βi as
ρa = ρi + ri cos δi = ρi + ri cos (δ + βi ) .

(1)

The lengths of the input backbone and the ith output backbone
are then related according to (2), which leads to (3) following
the definition of qi in Table I as

Fig. 2.

Coordinates of the (a) spatial and (b) planar CDMs.
TABLE I
NOMENCLATURE USED IN THIS PAPER

Symbol
i
ri
βi
li
lo
qi
fi
Ei
Ii
ρi
δi
δ
θ (s)

Ωp , Ωs

Definition
Index of the input and the output backbones, i = a, 1, 2, 3
Distance from the input backbone to the ith output backbone
Right-handed rotation angle from the 1st to the ith output backbone;
β 1 = 0 and β i remain constant once the CDM is built.
Length of the ith backbone measured from the base link to the end link
along the backbones
Original length of the backbones when the CDM is in its initial straight
configuration
Translation distance of the ith backbone; q i ≡ l i − l o
Input or output force of the ith backbone
Young’s modulus of the ith backbone
Cross section area moment of inertia of the ith backbone
Radius of curvature of the ith backbone
A right-handed rotation angle about ẑ b from ŷ p to a ray passing through
the input backbone and the ith output backbone.
δ ≡ δ 1 and δ i = δ + β i
The angle of the tangent to the input backbone along its length in the
bending plane. Under the constant curvature assumption, this angle at the
tip of the input backbone is more of concern and it is designated as θ .
Potential energy of the planar and the spatial CDMs

la = ρa θ = ρi θ + ri θ cos (δ + βi ) = li + ri θ cos (δ + βi )

(2)

qi = qa − ri θ cos (δ + βi ) .

(3)

The input and output forces of the spatial CDM could be
related using the virtual work principle as in (4) with the matrix
form as in (5). In (4), the work done by the input forces toward
the CDM is equal to the sum of the work done by the CDM and
the increment of the CDM’s internal energy
fa Δqa = f1 Δq1 + f2 Δq2 + f3 Δq3 + ΔΩs
⎡
⎤
⎤
⎡
Δqa
Δqa
⎢

⎥
⎢
⎥ 
T ⎢
⎥
⎥
fa 0 0 ⎢
⎣ Δθ ⎦ − ∇Ωs ⎣ Δθ ⎦ = f1
Δδ
Δδ

(4)
⎤

Δq1
⎢
⎥
⎥
f3 ⎢
⎣ Δq2 ⎦
Δq3

f2

(5)

where ∇Ωs = [ ∂Ωs /∂qa ∂Ωs /∂θ ∂Ωs /∂δ ]T is the gradient.
Equation (6) could be obtained by differentiating (3) with
respect to qa , θ, and δ as
Δq1

Δq2

T

Δq3

= J3q Δqa

Δθ

Δδ

T

(6)

where
⎡

J3q

1 −r1 cos δ
⎢
= ⎣ 1 −r2 cos δ2
1 −r3 cos δ3

at the link’s center. x̂b points from the center to the first output
backbone. The output backbones are numbered according to the
definition of δi . 2) Bending plane coordinate {p} ≡ {x̂p , ŷp , ẑp }
shares its origin with {b} and has the CDM bent in its XY plane.
When the spatial CDM is used, the position and orientation of
the end link are usually not of direct concern. Otherwise, more
coordinates will be needed to fully describe its shape.
The spatial CDM is a three-degree-of-freedom (DoF) system
such that it resolves one input into three outputs. Its configuration could be described by either of two sets of variables: qa , θ,
and δ or q1 , q2 , and q3 .
Under the circular bending assumption as in [28] and [29], the
output backbones are bent into circular arcs in planes parallel to
the bending plane. The projection of the ith output backbone on
the bending plane has the same length as the output backbone
itself. The projection of the output backbone is offset from the
input backbone within the bending plane. The radius of the
projected output backbone is related to the radius of the input
backbone as in (1). The arrangement of the output backbones

⎡

⎤
r1 θ sin δ
⎥
r2 θ sin δ2 ⎦ .
r3 θ sin δ3

The output forces fi could be calculated as in (7), with (6)
substituted into (5). Hence, T 3c in (8) is the transmission matrix
for the spatial CDM as
⎤
f1
⎢ ⎥
T
⎣ f2 ⎦ = J3q
f3
⎡

T3c = JT3q

⎛⎡

⎞
⎤

fa
−1 ⎜⎢
⎟
⎥
⎝⎣ 0 ⎦ − ∇Ωs ⎠ = T3c
0

⎡

1
−1 ⎢
⎣0

1
0

0
1

⎤
0
⎥
0⎦.

0

0

0

1

fa
−∇Ωs


(7)

(8)

Gravity is neglected in the existing study for the analyses
of differential mechanisms [2]. In order to keep the derivations
and comparisons consistent, gravity is also neglected in the
expression of Ωs . Following the circular bending assumption,
the CDM’s potential energy could be written as in (9) with the
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For a specific set of q1 , q2 , and q3 , the corresponding qa , θ,
and δ are obtained according to (3). Then, the qa , θ, and δ values
are used to calculate the force transmission matrix as in (8) and
the force outputs. The output force ratio η = f1 /fa is mapped
to a color of each point in Fig. 3. The color map in Fig. 3 is set
to ease the comparison to those in Fig. 6(b).
B. Analysis of the Planar Continuum Differential Mechanism

Fig. 3.

Visualization of the force transmission property of the spatial CDM.
TABLE II
STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL MECHANISMS
Spatial CDM

l o = 20 mm

r i = 30 mm

Planar CDM
l o = 20 mm
r i = 30 mm

β 2 = 2π /3

β 3 = 4π /3

ρa = ρ1 + r1 = ρ2 − r2

(11)

E i = 50 GPa

I i = 0.1018 m m 4

q1 = qa − r1 θ and q2 = qa + r2 θ.

(12)

Pulley differential mechanism

E i = 50 GPa
I i = 0.1018 m m 4

Seesaw differential mechanism
l o = 20 mm

The planar CDM only bends in the bending plane. The symbol
definitions are consistent with those of the spatial CDM. For the
planar CDM, δ = 0, β2 = π, and θ ∈ [−π/2, π/2].
The planar CDM is a 2-DoF system and its configuration
could be described by either of the two pairs of variables: qa
and θ, or q1 and q2 . Simplifying (1) and (3) gives

b i = 60 mm

r 1 = 30 mm
K 1 = 0 N/m

r 2 = 30 mm
K 2 = 0.4 Nm/rad

r 1 = 30 mm

r 2 = 30 mm

K 1 = 0 N/m

K 2 = 0.4 Nm/rad

Note that qi < 0 when the CDM is shortened to generate
pushing outputs, according to the definition of qi in Table I.
This definition is also consistent with the direction of x̂p . In the
configuration as in Fig. 2(b), qi satisfies that q1 < qa < q2 < 0.
The input and the output forces are again related using the
virtual work principle as in (13) with the matrix form as in (14)
as

gradient as
Ea Ia θ2
E1 I1 θ2
E2 I2 θ2
E3 I3 θ2
+
+
+
Ωs =
2la
2l1
2l2
2l3
⎡
⎤
3

E a Ia θ 2
E i Ii θ 2
− 2l 2 −
⎢
⎥
2l i2
a
i=1
⎢
⎥
⎢
3
3
 E i Ii θ
 E i I i θ 2 r i cos δ i ⎥
⎢ E a Ia θ
⎥
∇Ωs = ⎢ l a +
+
⎥.
li
2l i2
⎢
⎥
i=1
i=1
⎢
⎥
3
⎣
⎦

3
E i I i r i sin δ i
− θ2
l2
i=1

(9)

fa Δqa = f1 Δq1 + f2 Δq2 + ΔΩp




Δqa
Δqa
T
fa 0
− ∇Ωp
= f1
Δθ
Δθ


f2

Δq1
Δq2

(13)


(14)
(10)

where ∇Ωp ∈ 2×1 = [ ∂Ωp /∂qa ∂Ωp /∂θ ]T is the gradient.
Differentiating (12) with respect to qa and θ gives J2q

i

A plot could be generated to visualize the force transmission
property of the spatial CDM, as in Fig. 3. The structural parameters are listed in Table II. The cross-sectional area moment of
inertia is calculated for a backbone with a round cross section
and a diameter of 1.2 mm.
In Fig. 3, the points are distributed on two cubes with the
edge lengths of 20 and 10 mm, respectively. The coordinates of
the points correspond to the actuation lengths q1 , q2 , and q3 .
The CDM is an underactuated structure. When fa > 0 (upward) qi > 0 (the CDM becomes longer). When fa < 0 (downward) qi < 0 (the CDM becomes shorter). The plot in Fig. 3 is,
hence, generated only for qi > 0 and qi < 0.
Since the initial length lo of the spatial CDM is 20 mm, as in
Table II, and the CDM is shortened when qi < 0, the condition
of qi ≥ −10 mm is adopted to avoid excessive bending of
the backbones. The input backbone is pushed and the CDM
is lengthened when qi > 0. The condition of qi ≤ 20 mm is
adopted to avoid buckling of the input backbone.

Δq1

T

Δq2

T

Δθ

= J2q Δqa

(15)

where

J2q =

∂q1 /∂qa

∂q1 /∂θ

∂q2 /∂qa

∂q2 /∂θ




=

1 −r1


.

1 r2

The output forces fi of the planar CDM are calculated as in
(16), with (15) substituted into (14). T2c is, hence, the transmission matrix for the planar CDM as


f1
f2




= JT2q

−1



0


T2c = JT2q

fa

−1


− ∇Ωp

1

1

0

0

0

1




= T2c

1
=
r1 + r2



fa


(16)

−∇Ωp
r2

r2

−1

r1

r1

1


.

(17)
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Fig. 4. Differential mechanisms. (a) Pulley-based mechanism. (b) Seesawlinkage-based mechanism.

Gravity is neglected and the planar CDM’s potential energy
could be written as in (18) with the gradient as in (19) as
E a Ia θ 2
E 1 I1 θ 2
E 2 I2 θ 2
+
+
(18)
2la
2l1
2l2
⎡
⎤
E a Ia θ 2
E 1 I1 θ 2
E 2 I2 θ 2
−
−
−
2
2
2
⎢
⎥
2la
2l1
2l2
⎢
⎥
∇Ωp = ⎢
⎥.
⎣ E a Ia θ
E 1 I1 θ
E 2 I2 θ
E 1 I1 θ 2 r 1
E 2 I2 θ 2 r 2 ⎦
+
+
+
−
la
l1
l2
2l12
2l22
(19)
Ωp =

C. Comparisons With Two Differential Mechanisms
The planar CDM resolves one input into two outputs, as
do many existing differential mechanisms. The planar CDM
is hence compared to two widely used KDMs: a pulley-based
mechanism and a seesaw-linkage-based one.
When qi > 0, the planar CDM becomes longer and generates
pulling outputs. In order to keep the comparison consistent, the
diagrams in Fig. 4 are, hence, defined so that pulling outputs
correspond to qi > 0.
A general form of the pulley differential mechanism is shown
in Fig. 4(a). Cables for outputs are wound around two pulleys
that are fixed together. A linear spring with stiffness K1 and a
torsional spring with a stiffness K2 are added to constrain the
pulley movements. The input force fa acts on the pulley center
to generate two outputs. These differential pulleys have been
widely used (e.g., in the prosthetic hand designs [3], [19]).
The force transmission matrix Tp could be derived as follows
according to the approaches in [2]. The positive qa is indicated
by the arrow in Fig. 4(a). The positive θ is defined as a lefthanded rotation about the pulley center. In this way, θ > 0 when
q2 > q1 . The sign of θ is, hence, consistent with that of the
planar CDM as


f1
f2



⎡

fa

⎤

⎢
⎥
⎥
= Tp ⎢
⎣ −K1 qa ⎦ ,
−K2 θ

1
where Tp =
r1 + r2



r2

r2

−1

r1

r1

1


.

(20)

qa and θ are related to q1 and q2 as in (21). The signs of qi are
defined consistently with those in (12) as
q1 = qa − r1 θ and q2 = qa + r2 θ.

(21)

Fig. 5. Comparison of the force transmission property η = f1 /fa of the three
differential mechanisms.

The seesaw differential mechanism is shown in Fig. 4(b). The
input force fa acts on a pivot point. When the external loads are
not balanced, the lever will be tilted and differential outputs
will be generated. This seesaw differential mechanisms are also
often used (e.g., in the hand designs in [4], [6], and [7]).
The level tilting angle is characterized by θ and its positive
value is defined as a left-handed rotation about the center for
the same reason mentioned before. The positive qa is indicated
by the arrow in Fig. 4(b). With other entities defined as in Fig.
4(b), the transmission matrix Ts could be derived as follows
according to the approaches in [2]:
⎡
⎤
 
fa
f1
⎢
⎥
= Ts ⎣ −K1 qa ⎦
(22)
f2
−K2 θ
where
1
Ts = 
h1 + h2



h2

h2

−1

h1

h1

1


, h1 =

h1
,
sin α1

and
h2 = sinh 2α 2 .
In a practical setting, the two springs K1 and K2 in the
pulley and the seesaw differential mechanisms usually are not
installed. The inclusion of the two springs is to demonstrate
the equivalency between the pulley/seesaw differentials and the
planar CDM. It could be observed that the two items in ∇Ωp
have the physical meanings of the two springs, which try to
affect the motions of the planar CDM.
With the force transmission matrices (T2c , Tp , and Ts ), the
properties of the force transmission of the planar CDM, the pulley, and the seesaw differential mechanisms could be visualized
and compared as in Fig. 5.
The plots in Fig. 5 are generated with respect to the actuation lengths q1 and q2 . Since the pulley differential can only
generate pulling outputs, the plot is only generated for positive
qi to facilitate the comparison. For a specific pair of q1 and q2 ,
the corresponding qa and θ are obtained according to (12) to
calculate the force transmission matrix and the force outputs.
The plots in Fig. 5 depict the output force ratio η = f1 /fa for
the differential mechanisms.
All of the structural parameters are listed in Table II. The
cross-sectional area moment of inertia is from a ∅1.2-mm backbone.
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For the pulley differential mechanism, the radii of the pulleys
are set to the same values as ri of the planar CDM. The stiffness
K1 and K2 will be determined. Since the plots are generated for
qi ∈ [0, 30 mm], setting qa = 15 mm leads to the approximation
that la = l1 = l2 = 35 mm. With r1 = r2 , comparing −K2 θ in
(20) to the corresponding part in (16) gives an approximated
value of K2 = 0.436 Nm/rad according to (23). K2 is, hence,
set to 0.4 Nm/rad, as in Table II. K1 could be estimated by
comparing −K1 qa in (20) to the corresponding part in (16)
according to (23). qi ∈ [0, 30 mm] gives θ ∈ [0, 0.50 rad].
Using θ = 0.25 rad and la = l1 = l2 = 35 mm, the calculation
would estimate K1 to be about −26.0 N/m.
Particular attentions should be paid to this equivalent stiffness
K1 of a negative value. The explanation is as follows. When the
planar CDM is extended and bent, its internal energy is released
when it is further extended with the same amount of bending.
Namely, increasing qa corresponds to a decrease of its internal
energy. This behavior is like a spring with negative stiffness. On
the contrary, increasing qa would increase the internal energy
in the pulley and the seesaw differential mechanisms in which
K1 > 0. Since it is not practical to include a spring with a
negative stiffness, K1 is set to 0 N/m in Table II
K1 ≈

1 ∂Ωp
1 ∂Ωp
.
and K2 ≈
qa ∂qa
θ ∂θ

(23)

For the seesaw differential mechanism, r1 , r2 , K1 , and K2
are set to the same values as the pulley differential mechanism.
The link lengths b1 and b2 are set to a relatively large value (e.g.,
60 mm, as in Table II) so that the α1 and α2 angles are close to
90°. Otherwise, the outputs could become highly nonlinear.
It could be observed from Fig. 5 that the differential outputs
realized by a planar CDM are very similar to those by a pulley
or a seesaw different mechanism. The planar CDM intrinsically
adds two “virtual” springs upon the outputs, which are reflected
by the two terms in its energy gradient. One virtual spring is
equivalent to K1 , affecting the overall outputs. The other is
equivalent to K2 , balancing the two outputs.
Sophisticated optimizations could certainly be formulated to
generate better structural parameters of ri , bi , K1 , and K2 for
the pulley and the seesaw differential mechanisms so that the
plots in Fig. 5 could become even more similar. The current
parameters are considered to be accurate enough to demonstrate
the equivalency between the planar CDM and the pulley/seesaw
differential mechanisms.
Both the planar and spatial CDMs could be stacked to form a
multistage CDM. The force transmission matrix can be derived
following the general approach presented in [2].
IV. GRIPPER DESIGNS AND EXPERIMENTATION
Experimental quantifications of the force transmission properties of the planar and the spatial CDMs are first presented in
Section IV-A to further demonstrate their features. Then, a gripper design example and its experimental characterizations are
presented in Section IV-B, particularly revealing the differences
between a spatial CDM and two serially stacked planar CDMs.

Fig. 6. Quantification of the force transmission properties of (a) the planar
CDM and (b) the spatial CDM: experimental setup and measurement results.

A. Force Transmission Properties of the Continuum
Differential Mechanisms
The force transmission properties are of great importance for
any differential mechanisms. Experimental quantifications of
the force transmission properties of the planar and the spatial
CDMs were carried out. The experimental setups for the planar
and the spatial CDMs are shown in Fig. 6.
Structural parameters of this planar CDM are listed in Table
II. For a specific pair of q1 and q2 values, the qa value was
calculated according to (12). Three micrometers were used to
push and pull the input and the output backbones so that the
backbones’ desired actuation lengths are reached, as shown in
Fig. 6(a). These micrometers were rated for a 200-N load with
an accuracy of 0.01 mm.
Then, the qa micrometer continued to actuate the input backbone until a 30-N input force fa was created. The output force f1
was read and the ratio η = f1 /fa was recorded. The forces were
measured using two bending-beam-type load cells (YZC-133,
from Guangzhou Measurement Inc., China, with a measurement range of ±50 N). Connection accessories were made and
assembled to the load cells to ensure a proper loading condition. Voltage outputs from the load cells were measured using
an A/D card (PCL-818HG from AdvanTech Inc. with a 12-bit
conversion resolution and an adjustable gain up to 1000). The
measurement results are plotted as in Fig. 6(a). The theoretical
results are also plotted for comparison.
The experiments for quantifying the spatial CDM’s force
transmission properties were carried out similarly. Structural
parameters of this spatial CDM are also listed in Table II. The
end link was made to a Y shape to reduce the weight. For a set of
q1 , q2 , and q3 , the qa value was calculated according to (3). Four
micrometers were used to push and pull the input and the output
backbones so that the backbones’ desired actuation lengths are
reached. Then, the qa micrometer continued to actuate the input
backbone until a 30-N input force fa was reached. The output
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Fig. 7. Three-fingered grippers actuated by (a) spatial CDM and (b) two
serially connected planar CDMs.

force f1 was read and the ratio η = f1 /fa was recorded. The
measurement results are plotted as in Fig. 6(b) for the comparison to the theoretical results in Fig. 3.
From the experimental results in Fig. 6, it could be seen that
the discrepancy between the theoretic force ratio η and the actual value varies from –0.10 to 0.10. Several reasons could contributed to the discrepancy, such as uncertainties in the material
properties and fabrication tolerances. In the CDMs’ kinetostatic
analyses, the backbone shapes are assumed to be circular. This
assumption is of less accuracy when the backbones are heavily
pushed or pulled. In addition, this assumption would be further
affected by gravity when the CDMs are longer (qi increases).
The discrepancy is bigger in Fig. 6 for bigger qi . In order to
maintain the force transmission properties in (7) and (16) to
be accurate, two criteria should be followed if one tries to implement the spatial and the planar CDMs: 1) a CDM should
be kept as short as possible to a point that plastic deformations do not occur and 2) the forces on the backbones should
be kept reasonably below critical loadings for buckling. Otherwise, more accurate modeling of the backbones and calibrations
of the CDM constructions might be needed to better describe
the force transmission properties.
B. Gripper Performance Characterizations
The spatial CDM resolves one input into three outputs, while
the planar CDM is essentially equivalent to the pulley or the
linkage-based KDMs. A main advantage of using CDMs is the
design’s compactness and structural simplicity. This has been
partially demonstrated by the single-actuator prosthetic hand
design and its experimentation in [26].
This section further presents the design and experimentation of two three-fingered grippers actuated by a spatial CDM
(Gripper-A) and two serially stacked planar CDMs (Gripper-B),
as shown in Fig. 7. Hopefully, the grippers’ simple construction
would inspire more CDM-based mechanism designs.
The fingers in Gripper-A and Gripper-B are identical, as in
Fig. 7(c). Lengths of the distal and proximal phalanges are 60
and 70 mm, respectively. Motions of the J1 and the J2 joints are

Fig. 8. Grasping experiments: (a) measure the grasping forces from different
fingers, (b) measurement results, (c) the setup for grasping pose visualization,
and (d) and (e) the grasping poses of Gripper-A and Gripper-B.

coupled through a coupler. A torsional spring is installed at the J2
joint. When the crank is rotated by pulling the output backbone,
the J1 joint will rotate first. Then, if the proximal phalange
encounters an object, continuous pulling of the backbone will
close the J2 joint.
The Gripper-A fingers are actuated by a spatial CDM. When
the fingers encounter different external loads, continuous push
of the input backbone will bend the spatial CDM so that the
fingers will close adaptively.
In order to reveal the characteristics of the spatial CDM that
resolves one input into three outputs, the Gripper-B fingers are
actuated by two serially connected planar CDMs. One output
backbone of the CDM-1 is connected to the input backbone of
the CDM-2. The connection is guided by a linear rail.
The characterization experiments include grasping, pinching,
and the pull-out experiments, referring to the examples in [30].
During the experiments, it was observed that buckling did not
occur on any backbones.
Both grippers in Fig. 7 are actuated to manually provide
a pushing input to the CDMs. Three pulling outputs were
then generated to close the fingers. A load cell (YZC-135
from Guangzhou Measurement Inc., China, with a measurement range of ±200 N) was used to monitor the input force. A
frame guided by two linear rails was used in both grippers to
ensure proper loading to the input backbone.
The grasping experiments were performed as shown in Fig.
8(a). One ATI Nano 17 6-D force sensor was installed inside a
3-D-printed ball with a diameter of 73 mm (a baseball size). The
experiments were performed three times. Each time, one half of
the ball was placed toward one finger to measure the grasping
force generated by that finger. The results are plotted in Fig.
8(b) when the actuation force increases from 10 to 200 N. It
could be easily seen that the Gripper-A fingers generate similar
grasping forces, while one of the Gripper-B fingers generates
higher forces than the other two. In order to further illustrate the
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using a force gauge (HF-200 from Yueqing Aliyiqi Instrument
Co. China with a built-in function for peak force measurement
and a range of ±200 N).
The pull-out forces are plotted in Fig. 10(b). From the grasping experiments, it is known that Gripper-B would push the
grasped baseball aside. This outcome actually helped GripperB to achieve a higher pull-out force under the same input. If the
pull-out direction leans toward the weaker fingers of Gripper-B,
the pull-out forces might be reduced.
V. CONCLUSION
Fig. 9. Pinching experiments: (a) measure the pinching forces from different
fingers, (b) measurement results, and (c) failed pinch on Gripper-B.

Fig. 10.

Pull-out experiments. (a) Setup. (b) Measurement results.

difference, the grasping poses of the two grippers are visualized
as in Fig. 8(c). The ball grasped is a baseball painted black for
better visualization. It could be seen from Fig. 8(d) and (e) that
Gripper-B pushes the ball aside due to the imbalanced outputs
from the two serially connected planar CDMs.
The pinching experiments were performed as shown in Fig.
9(a). The ATI Nano 17 force sensor was installed inside another 3-D-printed ball with a diameter of 40 mm. The ball was
again placed toward each finger to measure the pinching force
generated by that finger. The results of the pinching forces of
Gripper-A are plotted in Fig. 9(b) when the actuation force increases from 50 to 200 N. The pinching experiments were not
successful for Gripper-B because one finger generated higher
forces and it always pushed the ball out, as in Fig. 9(c).
The pinching forces in Fig. 9(b) are relatively small, mainly
because the crank’s moment-arm length in Fig. 7(c) is about
one-tenth of the finger length. Furthermore, part of the input
force is used to deform the CDM. The CDM inherently acts as a
reservoir of energy, whereas a KDM needs to install additional
springs for this feature. When the scales of the gripper and the
CDM are increased, the CDM might absorb a bigger portion
of the input energy. A CDM is probably more suitable for light
loads with the input force from zero to a few hundred newtons.
The pull-out experiments were performed, as shown in Fig.
10(a). The grippers were actuated by hanging weights to the
input backbone. The total input forces varied from 12 to 102 N.
A baseball was grasped and pulled out. The pull-out motion was
realized by a lead screw and the pull-out force was measured

This paper has proposed to categorize differential mechanisms into KDMs and CDMs. KDMs generate differential outputs via motions of the kinematic pairs, while CDMs utilize
the redistributions and/or deformations of their own materials
and structures to generate differential outputs. The IFToMM
terminology could be expanded to cover the CDMs.
A planar CDM and a spatial CDM is then introduced. Kinetostatic analyses and experimental characterizations are carried
out to reveal their force transmission properties. The equivalency between the planar CDM and two existing KDMs is
indicated. On the other hand, the spatial CDM resolves one
input into three outputs in an inherently isotropic way. This feature was demonstrated via a series of experiments performed on
two three-fingered grippers driven by one spatial CDM and two
serially connected planar CDMs.
Due to the inherent compliance and deforming properties, the
CDMs might not be ideal for large outputs. However, the simple
construction and cheap fabrication of the CDMs could indeed
be advantageous. Following the analyses and experiments presented in this paper, hopefully one could design other CDMs
with various force transmission responses and properties to realize compact, affordable, and adaptive mechanical systems.
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